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n affective language in politics - vanderbilt - politics generally. typically, the role of generalized affect in
influencing decision making is examined as a diffuse mood created by something clearly irrelevant to politics, and
often out of the control of political elites. however, affective language that is included with political affective
politics in gendered organizations: affirmative ... - affective politics in gendered organizations: affirmative
notes on becoming-woman alison pullen macquarie university, australia carl rhodes university of technology
sydney, australia torkild thanem stockholm university, sweden abstract current approaches to the study of
affective relations are over-determined in a way that ignores their introduction: affective citizenship and the
politics of ... - introduction: affective citizenship and the politics of identity, control, resistance ... tarian
democratic politics. affective citizenship, in the eyes of the state, thus seeks as its end the denial and erasure of
difference in the affective register. at the political level, this would mean a politics that lack affective economies middlebury college - affective economies ahmed, sara. social text, 79 (volume 22, number 2), summer 2004, pp.
117-139 (article) published by duke university press for additional information about this article ... is, increase in
affective value as an effect of the movement between signs: the cultural politics of affective bureaucracy in
service ... - the cultural politics of affective bureaucracy in service delivery to north korean refugees in south
korea by seo yeon park bachelor of arts yonsei university, 2003 master of arts yonsei university, 2008 master of
arts university of south carolina, 2011 conceptualising doctoral writing as an affective-political ... conceptualising doctoral writing as an affective political practice 18 empirical knowledge about doctoral
education, this article pursues a different goal. it seeks to offer conceptual tools that can assist researchers to think
about the practice of doctoral writing in alterna-tive ways. negative affective language in politics - negative
affective language in politics stephen m. utych department of political science boise state university
stephenutych@boisestate ... if affective language creates a generalized negative mood, it should lead to more
negative evaluations of all politicians involved, whether it is a campaign attack or a single politician criticizing a
... zizi papacharissi, affective publics: sentiment ... - affective publics: sentiment, technology, and politics, is
deceptively simple: she sets out to explore what happens to publics when they materialize through affect and
through the Ã¢Â€Âœdiscursive medialityÃ¢Â€Â• of twitter (p. ix). to engage this question, the author considers
the power of affective attunement, that is, how people come mitochondrial eve and the affective politics of
human ancestry - the affective politics of the mitochondrial debate, we may better under- stand why
todayÃ¢Â€Â™s genetic practices such as ancestry tests or research on human diversity appeal to us, and how that
appeal is gendered and racial- intensities of feeling: towards a spatial politics of affect - would think that the
affective register would form a large part of the study of cities  but you would be wrong.3 though affect
continually Ã¯Â¬Â•gures in ... politics and Ã¢Â€Â˜the politicalÃ¢Â€Â™, using the four traditions that i outlined
previously. i will not be making the partisan nation: the rise of affective partisan ... - the rise of affective
partisan polarization in the american electorate . alan i. abramowitz . department of political science . emory
university . ... one of the most important developments in american politics over the past several decades has been
the growing divide between democrats and republicans in washington. based on a the moral roots of partisan
division: how moral conviction ... - the moral roots of partisan division: how moral conviction increases
affective polarization kristin n. garrett university of north carolina at chapel hill abstract bias, disdain, and hostility
toward partisan opponents have increased substantially over the last few decades in the american electorate.
perceived organizational politics influences on ... - perceived organizational politics influences on
organizational commitment among supporting staff members at a ... showed higher levels of perceived
organizational politics, affective commitment, continuance commitment and ... politics may be advantageous or
beneficial to the organization and other organization stakeholders. vigoda (2002) social media techno-discursive
design, affective ... - affective political engagement and the rise of social media personality politics are, on the
one hand, predicated on internalization of the equation: visibility/popularity is legitimacy (derived from
accumulated symbolic power, i.e., power is legitimacy)
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